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FLOTATION TESTING: FROM PURE MINERALS TO REAL ORES 

M.W. CHUDACEKl, M.A. FICHERAl, M.D. ROSA2, R.V.G. SILVA2 

ABSTRACT 

The~e is ve~y little doubt about the impo~tance and ~elevance 

of flotation to mode~n mine~al p~ocessing p~actice. Since the 
ea~ly days, flotation has made possible the utilization by 
mankind of a la~ge va~iety of o~es. Many of these o~es would 
have neve~ been ~xploited unless flotation was employed for 
thei~ concent~ation. Almost as important and ~elevant as 
flotation itself, is the a~t and science of testing mineral 
and o~e flotability responses against fo~ instance a la~ge 

variety of available chemicals and flotation p~ocessing 

~outes. The p~esent pape~ reviews all the majo~ techniques 
p~esently o~ histo~ically used fo~ flotation testing. These 
and some novel techniques such as the EMDEE Mic~oflot 

Flotability Test a~e compa~ed and discussed. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Since the early days of flotation technology attempts have 

been made to predict behaviour of large plant installations 

from smaller scale tests as experimentation on full 

plants would not only be costly but there would also 

scale 

not be 

many parameters and operational conditions available for these 

plants. During the history of flotation these attempts led to 

the development of a number of various scales of flotability 

tests of which some have sur v i v ed until now. These tests could 

be divided into three basic categories with respect 

scale of equipment and methodology used: 

to the 

1. Large pilot plant studies using smaller size continuous 

cells than an industrial plant which are not the subject 

of this review. 

2. Small pilot plant scale methods which use much smaller 

size of impeller flotation cells similar to those used in 

an industrial plant. These cells are either operated in 

batch cell mode oras continuous systems. 

3. Test-tube scale methods which are often indirect, meaning 

there is no direct physical similarity between the 

industrial process and the actual flotability test. 

Naturally, the tests which have physical similarity, that 

is small pilot plant scale tests, have been favoured by 

flotation practitioners. There is unfortun~t.ely- one 

substantial problem with these tests since they all require a 

substantial quantity of sample (from 0.5- 50 kg) to conduct a 

single test. Such quantity of sample is not always available 

during exploration drilling of an ore deposit or for 

fundamental stud y of the flotability of pure minerais which 

are seldom available in large quantities. This explains the 

drive towards smaller scale methods which would allow one to 

obtain relevant data for the flotation process using much 

smaller samples. 

The c~rrent situation is that small pilot plant scale 

methods are favoured by the plant metallurgist who usually has 
plenty 

methods 

besides 

of ore sample at his disposal. The test-tube scale 

in contrast are favored by flotation researchers who 

their affection for the small scale often prefe~ to 
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work on pure minerais or their mixtures simulating totally 

liberated ore systems. 

SMALL PILOT PLANT SCALE METHOOS 

Small pilot plant scale methods evolved from real siz e 

plants by the necessity of reducing the scale of test 

operations. As the scale-up theory was not used at that time 

in the mineral processing industry, the results of small pilot 

plant scale were difficult to interpret for large scale 

installations. This was made more difficult as there was not 

any theory of flotation 

flotation technology. 

kinetics in the earl y days of 

Small pilot plant scale methods cover- the use of small 

continuous plants o r laboratory bate h cells. As defined b y 

Gaudin [ 1 ] ' operation of the former consists of continuous 

inflow of pulp (feed) into the c e ll while an underflow 

(tailings) and overflow (froth concentrate) are continuousl y 

removed. 8atch cells operate without any inflow of feed or 

outflow of tailings, with only froth continuously removed from 

an initial charge of feed. Prior to postulation of the 

of flotation kinetics there was a lot of discussion 

theor y 

on the 

merits of continuous versus batch cell operation. The 

situation changed in 1935 when Zuniga [2] postulated the first 

arder kinetics model of batch cell flotation in the form 

M M
0

(1 - e-kt) ( 1) 

where M is the amount of mineral floated, M0 the initial 

amount of mineral in the cell, t the flotation time and k a 

flotation 

used 

(3)), 

for 

in 

rate constant. While batch cell flotation has been 

flotation testing since 1925 (Gates 

1942 Schumann [4) was still dismissing 
and Jacobsen 

batch cell 

experiments in favour of continuous experiments yi&lding 

steady-state conditions. Gaudin [1) !ater pointed out that b y 

rearranging 

derived. 

equation 1 in logarithmic form equation 2 is 

log {(M 0 - M)/M 0 } -kt log e 

8y plotting (Mo M) IMo (the fraction 

materiill) 

would bv 

•gainst time on !ag-linear axes a 

obtõlin&d if first arder kinetics 

( 2) 

of unfloated 

straight 

holds and 

line 

the 
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flotation rate constant may be calculated from the line slope. 

This put the batch cell experiments on a solid theoretical 

base. Batch cell testing has proved a more attractive method 

of flotability testing than the continuous cell. Significantly 

less sample is required and the absence of both feed and 

tailing flows makes for a simpler and faster test. Zuniga [2], 

Beloglazov [5] and Grunder and Kadur [6] were first to utilize 

batch tests for rate measurements, with froth samples being 

collected in increments over time. The batch test thus 

survives today as the most widely used method. 

While some kinetics parameters can be determined by batch 

cell experimentation the impact of recirculation streams can 

often be determined only by simulation in a continuous pilot 

plant with flowsheet similar to the proposed plant. Needless 

to say that the batch cell mode is much simpler and much less 

demanding on raw material and labour, so it is often the 

preferred tool for the plant metallurgist rather than a 

continuous pilot plant. The main advantage of the batch cell 

test is that the process is physically very similar to the 

full scale industrial installation and that with experimental 

ingenuity very reliable data can be obtained. However the 

batch cell test is not without shortcomings. These arise 

primarily from changing cell conditions during the float test 

such as pulp volume, pulp density, froth height and reagents 

concentration. However various modifications to batch testing 

have been made in order to improve its accuracy. Gaudin [1] 

suggested maintenance of a steady state volume by addition of 

water to the cell during flotation. This gradually evolved 

into cells operated with automatic pulp levei control such as 

that of Deli and Bunyard [7]. Sutherland and Wark [8] drew 

attentíon to the initial hold-up time during which the froth 

is formed. If not taken into account, this can result in 

e~roneous interpretation of flotation rates. Various cells 

[7,9] have iQcorporated mechanical or automatic froth skimming 

devices to eliminate operator variability. However these 

devices in turn vary between each other. Also the change in 

pulp density dueto water addition i~yet to be addressed. As 

Szatkowski [10] pointed out, change in pulp density can affect' 

bubble size and consequently the flota~ion rate c6nstant 

during the test process. It also affects value mineral 

concentration in pulp and therefore its mass flotation rate. 

The bate h cell experiments as usually conducted yíeld 
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info~mation only as a summa~y of phenomena occu~~ing 

flotation cell and do not point to fine~ details of 
in the 

kinetic 
behaviou~ such as kinetics of va~ious size f~actions of value 
and gangue mine~als. There is also a p~oblem with compa~ing 

~esults of va~ious labo~ato~ies. The~e a~e a few comme~cial 

models of flotation cells on the ma~ket and a numbe~ of 
modified cells we~e made by ~esea~che~s themselves. 

Unfo~tunately all these cells have diffe~ent kinetics as the 

wo~k of o·conno~ et al. [11] testifies. Thei~ kinetics also 
depends on thei~ mode of ope~ation. 

difficult to compa~e batch cell 
The~efo~e it is ext~emely 

kinetic ~esults f~om 

labo~ato~y to labo~ato~y unless an identical cell was used and 
ope~ated unde~ identical conditions. So the batch cell data 
f~om ane labo~ato~y while valuable fo~ a pa~ticula~ ope~ation, 

whe~e its ~elationship to the plant installation has been 

established, has limited value elsewhe~e. The~efo~e cu~~ent 

batch cell p~ocedu~es can be ha~dly conside~ed as a standa~d 

flotation testing method. 

TEST-TUBE SCALE METHODS 

It is helpful 

c~ite~ia that 
fo~ fu~the~ discussion to fi~stly outline the 

a test-tube scale simulation method should 

satisfy, then to c~itically examine commonly used methods. A 

successful simulation technique should c~eate an envi~onment 

simila~ to indust~ial flotation machines in those aspects 

which a~e c~ucial fo~ pa~ticle-bubble collision and subsequent 

attachment. ln othe~ wo~ds, physical, chemical and 

hyd~odynamic simila~ity between the test flotation envi~onment 

and ~eal system must be maintained. Fu~the~ essential 

~equi~ements fo~ a successful test method a~e that it should 

yield quantitative and ~ep~oducible concent~ate g~ade and 

~ecove~y data, ~athe~ than simply qualitative mine~al 

flotability ~esults. 

While the necessity of physical and chemical simila~ity is 

gene~ally unde~stood, this is not the case with hyd~odynamic 

simila~ity. Fo~ a bette~ unde~standing of this aspect, it is 

necessa~y to ~eview the pa~ticle-bubble contacting p~ocesses 

occu~~ing in 

be loosely 

accele~ation 

contacting. 

contacting 

indust~ial flotation machines. These machines can 

classified 

intensity 

Fi~st, the~e 

into two 

p~evailing 

g~oups 

du~ing 

acco~ding to 

pa~ticle-bubble 

a~e· f lotation machines in which 

occu~s mainly by high accele~ation/decele~ation 
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collision (HAC). ln this group belong, for example, all th~ 

impeller/stator flotation cells, the cross flow pneumatic cell 
reported by Bahr et ai [12] and the air sparged hydrocyclone 
reported by Miller and Van Camp [13]. Second, there are those 

machines in which particle-bubble contacting occurs mostly by 
cruising bubble collisions (CBC) at gravitational 

acceleration. ln this group belong, for example, all pneumatic 

cells with low agitation intensity, and both vacuum and column 

flotation systems. However, it is important to note that the 
CSC mechanism must also be present in the quiescent zones of 

impeller/stator cells, and in the froth separating vessel of 

the cross flow cell. Also, the existence of a collection 
mechanism based on gas precipitation on the mineral surface 
cannot be excluded. This mechanism is likely to be important 
in vacuum cells and in the zones of all other cells where the 
pulp 

the 

is exposed to a substantial pressure 

impeller zone of an impeller cell, 

fluctuation, i.e. 

where the pressure 

changes are caused by high turbulence of the pulp. 

Review of Principal Test-tube Scale Methods 

With the above o verview in mind, we may critically examine 
some test-tube scale methods reported in the literature. Table 

1 lists the most common methods and their key parameters for 
comparison. While the degree of similarity between each test 
method and the various types of flotation machines may be 

in more deduced 

detail 

from the table, it is worthwhile discussing 

the main features and shortcomings of the tabulated 
nethods. 

Contact 
ndicator 

angle measurement[8,14] has been used 
of mineral flotability, but this method has 

as an 
rarely 

een used beyond the research laboratory. The method involves 
~dious preparation of highly polished mineral surfaces and, 
~rthermore, there is clearly no similarity to particle-bubble 
ontacting in industrial flotation cells. 

But>t>le pick-up methods[15-19] also ha-ve not gained general 
aceptance, presumably due to their lack of reliability [19] 

ad unrealistic method of particle bubble contacting. 

Acording to these methods a single bubble, formed at a 
coillary tip, is pressed into a particle bed, while poorly 
atached particle are subsequently removed either by ~entl• 

tuping or by liquid shear generated by a paddle stirrer. 
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Method Reference Mçthod Size Sample Cone Pulp Chemical Gangue Agitation Turbulence Contacting Contacting Recovery / 
(Error) Range fLm Size % w/w Environmen Mineral Type Method Similar To: Grade Data 

Present 

lmpeller 1-10 and q usually n.a. 20-40 complete yes turbine/ high HAC impeli e r yes/yes 
Flotation Cell 21 -zoo stator CBC 

Contact angle 14 n.q. few mm single n.a . usually no n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. no/no 
measurement polish ed frotherless 

crystal 

Bubble pick-up 15-17 n.q -1000 n.a. usually no n.a . n.a. FPBC n.s. no/no 
method +38 frotherless 

Bubl:lle pick-up 18 q -105 + 75 N0.01g n.a. usually no paddle low/ FPBC n.s. no/ no 
method modi fiec 19 -75 + 44 frotherless st irrer modera te 

Hallimond tube 20 and 8 q -250 + 15( O.Sg 1.0 frotherless no pneumatic low special n.s. no/no 
unstirred (5%) FPBC 

& CBC 

Hallimond tube 22 q -210 + 15 2-3g 2-3 frotherless no magnetic low CBC pneumatic no! no 
stirred stirrer column 

Microflotation 23 q -2 10 + 37 2.5 - 20g 1-4 complete or possible paddle low CBC pneumatic yes/no 
test (5%) frotherless stirrer column 

Buechner funnel 24 q - 105 + 75 20g 12.5 complete yes round glass modera te CBC pneumatic yes/yes 
c e li max1mum paddle column 

Buechner funnel 25 q Sg 4 complete possible magnetic modera te CBC pneumatic yes/yes 
c e li stirrer column 

Stoppered 27 n.q. -295 + 18 1.2g 1.2 complete no mechanical modera te GP vacuum no/no 
cyllnder test tumbling & CBC 
(vacuum) 

Stoppered 8 & 21 se mi not given 1g 3 complete possible manual modera te HAC impeli e r no/no 
cylinder test shaking high esc 
(shaking) 

EMDEE Micronot 29-31 q -53 0.1-20g 0.3- 30 complete yes mecha nicai high HAC impeller yes/yes 
Flotation Test (5%) shaking CBC 

- - - -

CBC , Crulstng bubble colUslon: column = Column flotatlon: FPBC = Forccd partlclc/bubble colUston: GP= Gas precpilatlon on mineral: HAC = Htgh accelcrallon coUiston: 
• --~u .. ,.- imnt>l1er Ootalion machines: n.q. = Not quanlitatlve: n.s. =No stmilarily: pncumallc = Pncumal1c flotallon ccll: q = Quantttat ivc; vacuum • VaL:uum Dotation cell 

Table 1. Comparison of operauonaJ !'•• ..... ~·--- _. . . . . 
-~-n~r flotatlon cell WJtb those of vanous test-tube acale flotablllty testa. 

w 

"" "" 
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While exposure to a defined shear rate may yield information 

about the particle-bubble bond, it cannot yield any data about 

particle flotability. 

The Hallimond tube, unlike the above methods, has gained 

wide acceptance, despite some serious shortcomings. ln the 

original version of Hallimond tube (20], and its modification 

without a stirrer (21], the conditioned sample is not fully 

suspended, but forms a loase particle bed deposited on a 

poraus septum. During flatation, air pushes its way through 

the bed, in which there is only limited particle movement and 

particles are more or less forced into contact with passing 

air. Under such restrictive conditions, the energy barrier 

hindering particle-bubble contacting may be overcome and 

particle-bubble cantact may eventuate, despite the existence 

of considerable repulsive forces. Such contact, however, may 

not have taken place if the particle were in free suspension. 

This means that a mineral floating ta some degree in this 

version of the Hallimond tube may nat float at all in an 

industrial flotation cell. While the introduction of a 

magnetic stirrer into the Hallimond Tu be [22] removes this 

fundamental 

shortcomings 

mineral is 

drawback, 

nevertheless 

limited; the 

the follow i ng Hallimond 

remain: the size range of 

tube 

the 

tube ope rates without frother, 

therefore the chemistr y i s not complete; the gangue mineral 

usuall y is 

concentra te 

not present, thus the tube does not yield 

grade data; the concentrat i on range used is low 

(1-3% w/w); and flatation occurs in low turbulence conditions 

exposed only to gravitational acceleration, not characteristic 

of high agitation intensity in impeller flotation machines. 

Therefore the Hallimond tube at best can anly simulate 

conditions in flatatian de v ices where the collectian is 

predaminantly by the CBC mechanism. 

The microrlotation test [23] is similar in nature ta the 

stirred Hallimand cell, but it can aperate with froth. Its 

stirring rate, however, is toa law to bring about any 

significant HAC mechanism. The dev i~e, at best, simulates 

industrial equipment where particle-bubble contacting occurs 

by the CBC mechanism. 

Buchner funnel cells having a parous septum and equipped with 

a magnetic stirrer were also reparted [24-26]. These cells may 

use complete chemistry, gangue mineral is present, and they 
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a~e capable of employing highe~ pulp concent~ations than the 

Hallimond tube can. Howeve~, they ope~ate only at mode~ate 

tu~bulence levels. These devices have to be seen pu~ely as 

-pneumatic flotation cells equipped with a sti~~e~ fo~ the sole 

~eason of solids suspension. They should also be capable of 

simulating indust~ial devices whe~e the pa~ticle-bubble 

contacting is by the CBC mechanism. 

The va~uum flotation test in stoppe~ed g~aduated cylinde~s of 

va~ious sizes [27,28] is usually conducted in a f~othless 

envi~onment. The cylinde~, with a small amount of sample, is 

usually agitated by tumbling, thus satu~ating the pulp with 

ai~. Du~ing subsequent evacuation, ai~ p~ecipitates on the 

floatable mine~al settled at the bottom of the cylinde~ and 

the bubbles so fo~med b~ing it to the su~face. The~e is ~eall y 

no pa~ticle-bubble contacting involved, as ai~/wate~ vapou~ 

p~ecipitates/gene~ates on mine~al po~es o~ on the nuclei of 

ai~ adso~bed on the mine~al su~face during the tumbling 

pe~iod. lf the vacuum is applied while the particles are still 

in suspension, 

was reported 

some CBC mechanism may be p~esent. This method 

to be of a qualitati v e nature. lts mechanism 

suggests that it can, at best, simulate vacuum flotation. 

The stoppe red cylinder shaking test [8,21] is used in its 

basic manner as a mineral s 

flotability. The 

graduated cylinder 

a qualitative tool to assess 

test consists of vigorously 

filled to 30- 50% of its 

shaking a 

volume by 

solution with complete chemistry and about 1 g of sample. The 

approximate amount 

spfit of the mine~al 

of mineral floated is assessed 

between t~e froth layer and . the 

layer at the bottom of the cylinder. 

from the 

sediment 

The EHDEE Hicroflot Flotability Test reported by Chudacek [29] 

is in many ways similar to the above stoppered cylinder test. 

The test is based on the discovery by Chudacek [29) that in an 

intensely agitated closed system a particle/bubble equilibrium 

is established quickly and does not change with additional 

agitation. The equilib~ium is, however, strongly dependent on 

agitation intensity, so the system has to be agitated at a 

precisely defined agitation intensity provided by a specially 

developed agitator. The test is very simple. Reagentized pulp 

is conditioned by a magnetic stirrer in a centrifuge tube. 

After conditioning, the tube is agitated in the EMDEE 

Microflot Agitator for 20 cycles at 120 m/s2 to establish the 
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pulp/froth equilibrium. This typically takes 3.5 s. The froth 

is drained, removed by vacuum suction into anoth~r centrifuge 

tube, rinsed, dried, and analyzed. The residual pulp is 

replenished with more reagents and the system is ready for 

another agitation and froth remova! sequence. Up to six froth 

concentrates can be removed in succession to calculate the 

flotability spectrum of 

Chudacek and Fichera [31] 

the ore sample. Fichera 

have shown that flotabLlity 

[30] and 

spectra 

in connection with distributed first arder kinetics models 

allow batch cell recovery vs time 

is currently the only one which 

to be predicted. The method 

can determine flotability 

spectra of mineral/ore by a simple direct experiment. The 

method requires a typical sample mass of O.lg for the case of 

pure mineral and up to 20g for ore with 0.5/. value mineral 

content. The major advantage of the method, small sample size, 

is -also the source of its major shortcomings. The 

is often very small so care must be taken 

splitting to ensure the sample charged into the 

sample mass 

with sample 

test-tube is 

truly representative. However this objective 

with modern sample splitting methods. The 

is achievable 

higher ' froth 

fractions obtained during spectra determination have often a 

very small mass so high precision assays are an essential 

prerequisite for success of the method. As the method in its 

standard form determines an inherent constant of a particular 

ore/reagents system, every laboratory should be capable of 

obtaining the sarne results with the sarne ore/reagent system. 

This allows the method to be used as a standard for 

determining flotability or flotabil1ty spectra of ore and 

minerals. 

CONCLUSlONS 

ln the situation where a general view 

experimenter has plenty of ore at his 

flotation is likely to be favoured. 

is sufficient and the 

disposal batch cell 

This method h as a 

principal advantage that is physically very similar to the 

industrial process it models and so it is most closely related 

to it of all methods. The method al~ yields large samples 

which can be easily analysed. However in its commonly used 

form it gives little detailed insight into the flotation 

process in hand as it can exercise only a summary of phenomena 

occurring in the flotation cell. 

ln a situation where detailed understanding of a particular 
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flotation process is required, modern test-tube scale methods 

such as the EMDEE Microflot Flotability Test offer a viable 
alterna tive to batch cell flotation. The concept of 

flotability spectra gives the worker an insight into 

distribution of flotabilities of a given ore and a chance to 

appoint an appropriate strategy to ma~imise mineral recovery 

and concentrate grade. This method is also faster for 
preliminary testing of flotation chemicals than batch cell 

flotation. The Microflot test also permits standardisation of 
flotability testing. 

For the flotation researcher the modern test-tube scale 

methods offer the opportunity to work on pure and very r-a. r e 

minerais as well as in a precisely controlled environment, 

including the gaseous phase. As flotability spectra were shown 
by Chudacek and Fichera [31] to relate to batch cell kinetics, 
data from this method are clearly superior to Hallimond tube 

data which do not provide any kinetic information applicable 
to the batch cell. 
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